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Neighbor Reweighted Local Centroid for
Geometric Feature Identification

Tong Liu, Zhenhua Yang, Shaojun Hu, Zhiyi Zhang, Chunxia Xiao, Xiaohu Guo, Long Yang

Abstract—Identifying geometric features from sampled surfaces is a significant and fundamental task. The existing curvature-based
methods that can identify ridge and valley features are generally sensitive to noise. Without requiring high-order differential operators,
most statistics-based methods sacrifice certain extents of the feature descriptive powers in exchange for robustness. However, neither
of these types of methods can treat the surface boundary features simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a novel neighbor
reweighted local centroid (NRLC) computational algorithm to identify geometric features for point cloud models. It constructs a feature
descriptor for the considered point via decomposing each of its neighboring vectors into two orthogonal directions. A neighboring
vector starts from the considered point and ends with the corresponding neighbor. The decomposed neighboring vectors are then
accumulated with different weights to generate the NRLC. With the defined NRLC, we design a probability set for each candidate
feature point so that the convex, concave and surface boundary points can be recognized concurrently. In addition, we introduce a pair
of feature operators, including assimilation and dissimilation, to further strengthen the identified geometric features. Finally, we test
NRLC on a large body of point cloud models derived from different data sources. Several groups of the comparison experiments are
conducted, and the results verify the validity and efficiency of our NRLC method.

Index Terms—feature identification, local centroid, convexity and concavity, surface boundary points, assimilation and dissimilation
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE prominent geometric features of a 3D object gener-
ally include surface regions of sharp bending or open-

ing boundaries. Although accounting for a very limited
proportion of the surface regions [1], [2], these geometric
features carry abundant structural information and play
an important role in 3D shape analysis. Generally, quality
surface reconstruction depends on sophisticated treatment
of geometric features [3], [4], [5], [6]. Meanwhile, these
features are heavily involved in many semantically related
geometry processing applications, ranging from abstract
shape representation [7], [8], [9], [10], shape registration
[11], [12], segmentation [13], [14] to shape recognition [15],
[16] and retrieval [17]. Hence, developing effective detection
and recognition methods for geometric features is one of
the significant research directions in computer graphics and
computer vision communities [18], [19].

With the popularity of 3D scanning technology in the last
decade [20], shape analysis and processing of the acquired
scene-level models ought to identify not only the surface
bending features (ridges and valleys) of individual objects
but also the structural features of the considered scenes.
Unlike closed objects, a scene often comprises many objects
with different shape complexities and quite a number of ob-
ject parts with noteworthy surface boundaries. Identifying
surface boundaries has many practical benefits, including
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Fig. 1. A single view surface (SVS1) and the identified geometric fea-
tures. Top-left: the input point cloud. Right: feature-identified results.
Bottom-left: feature sets. The convex, concave and surface boundary
features are encoded by blue, red and green colors, respectively.

judging the completeness of the considered point clouds,
locating and measuring the cracks or deficiencies on the
given surfaces, detecting thin sheets with open boundaries
and so forth. In this paper, we consider geometric fea-
tures to be the points that have abrupt shape changes in
their local neighborhoods, from which surface boundaries
should be considered essential geometric features because
they demonstrate abrupt shape occurrence or disappearance
in their neighborhoods and convey important perceptual
information (see the green points in Fig. 1).

Therefore, geometric feature identification is now ex-
pected to recognize ridges and valleys as well as sur-
face boundaries simultaneously. The curvature tensor [21],
which can properly present the shape bending extent of
the local surface, is extensively used to extract convex and
concave features [3], [22]. However, most curvature-based
feature identification methods are sensitive to noise. Since
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curvature cannot account for the sudden appearance and
disappearance of the surface, it lacks the capability to iden-
tify the surface boundaries.

To avoid the computation of curvature and more compli-
cated high-order differential operators, detecting geometric
features proceeds along the statistics-based direction as the
number of point cloud models increases [23], [24], [25], [26].
This type of method classifies each point in terms of its local
statistical quantities without any requirements of cleaning
or preprocessing for input models. The existing statistics-
based methods show high robustness but cannot classify
convex and concave features. Although they have been used
in point clouds of large scenes and received growing popu-
larity in the 3D vision field [26], statistics-based approaches
are still incompetent to identify surface boundaries. To the
best of our knowledge, identifying convex, concave and sur-
face boundary features simultaneously from a point cloud,
especially a large scene, is still an unsolved problem.

In this paper, we propose a novel method of geomet-
ric feature identification for point clouds accompanied by
normal orientations. It exploits a neighbor reweighted local
centroid (hereafter, we call it NRLC) computation to detect
geometric features and concurrently perform feature classi-
fication. Overall, the contributions of our work include:

• Defining a robust local centroid for each point con-
sidering both the distances and shape variations
from its neighbors.

• Designing a unified feature detection and classi-
fication algorithm to effectively identify geometric
features and assign them to be convex, concave or
surface boundary points.

• Introducing assimilation and dissimilation operators
that can readily refine geometric features for postpro-
cessing.

Before elaborating our method, we will analyze the
related geometric feature identification methods concisely.

2 RELATED WORK

There are many approaches related to geometric feature
identification. The existing techniques can be divided into
four main categories: curvature-related, statistics-based,
data-driven and surface boundary-oriented methods.

As an essential surface property, curvature has been
defined in various forms on mesh surfaces and has been
used to identify geometric features. Taubin [21] defines the
directional curvature for a pair of vertices by measuring
the offset of the neighbor along the normal direction of
the central vertex. Then, these directional curvatures within
the 1-ring neighborhood of the central vertex are used to
estimate its curvature tensor. Lengagne et al. [3] use least-
squares to fit a quadric for each vertex of the mesh within
its local neighborhood and compute the principal curvatures
for each vertex. Ohtake et al. [22] implement an MPU (multi-
level partition of unity implicits) fitting [27] for the given
mesh at multiple scales and compute the curvature and the
derivative of curvature to extract the ridge and valley lines.

Rusinkiewicz [28] first calculates the curvature tensor for
each facet of the given mesh in terms of the directional
derivatives of the surface normal and then constructs the

curvature tensor at each vertex by accumulating the curva-
ture tensor of the related facets. Kalogerakis [29] formulates
the computation of the curvature tensor for each vertex as
a maximum likelihood estimation problem. This method
exploits an iterative reweighted least-square to fit the di-
rectional curvatures formed by the variations of all normal
pairs in a local neighborhood. Since it does not require any
topological connections between vertexes, this method is
also used on point clouds for the first time to estimate the
curvature tensor for each point.

Pauly et al. [30] adopt the eigenanalysis of the covariance
matrix within each local neighborhood to estimate surface
properties for point clouds. The proportion of the minimum
eigenvalue over the total variation is taken as the shape
variation along the surface normal. They use surface vari-
ation to build multiscale feature descriptors and to further
extract feature lines [31]. Most PCA (principal component
analysis) -related methods [32], [33], [34] are based on this
eigenanalysis of the covariance matrix of the local neigh-
bors. Monga et al. [35] estimate the principal curvatures
and directions for medical voxel images by formulizing its
first- and second-order partial derivatives. Furthermore, the
third-order differential property, derivative of curvature, is
also designed for feature detection.

Since numerical integration can effectively resist noise
interference, to improve robustness, integral invariants (IIs)
[36] over specific domains are used to estimate the local
curvatures. Yang et al. [37] compute the IIs to estimate
surface curvatures, which are then used to extract different
scales of geometric features. IIs-based methods generally
require a multistep procedure: fit the local points (with a
paraboloid in [37]), compute the IIs on a closed domain,
then utilize the IIs to estimate surface curvatures and finally
extract the convex and concave features. Feature extraction
based on IIs from large-scale neighborhoods cannot identify
the meso- and microscale geometric features [37]. Lai et al.
[38] also define IIs on meshes to detect ridge, valley and
prong features. Guennebaud et al. employ the algebraic
sphere to fit the point set surfaces (APSS) [39]. The radius of
the fitted sphere can be used to compute the mean curvature
of the surface naturally.

Generally, curvature extremes along the principal curva-
ture direction correspond to ridge or valley regions. Zero
values of the curvature derivative are required to identify
those feature points. However, surfaces with constant high
curvature (e.g., sphere, cylinder, see examples in Fig. 5) hold
zero values for the first-order derivative of curvature every-
where. Consequently, the fourth-order differential, i.e., the
second-order derivative of curvature, should be introduced
to exclude the trivial zero value of the curvature derivative.
As a substitute, the zero-crossing of the curvature derivative
along the principal curvature directions [3], [22] is employed
to distinguish the local curvature extremes from the degen-
erated constant curvatures so that the feature lines can be
extracted. For simplicity, empirical thresholds are adopted
to screen the high curvatures [35] and surface variations [31]
for extracting geometric features.

Another direction of geometric feature identification is
the statistics-based technique. The spin image representa-
tion [23] constructs 2D histograms of points falling into
a cylindrical volume via a plane that spins around the
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed NRLC method. (a) The input point cloud model. (b) Neighbor reweighted local centroid for each point. (c) Identified
geometric features. (d) Refined feature points via dissimilating and assimilating operations. (e) Abstract surface represented by feature point sets.

normal of the specific point. SHOT [25] counts the normal
histograms within a set of sphere bins to describe the local
shape. PFH [24] combines four basic feature descriptors
to build a 16D histogram vector as a point’s signature. It
considers every pair of points within the neighborhood of a
given point for several scales. A small portion of points with
persistent signatures at different scales will be extracted as
geometric features. Although FPFH [40] speeds up the PFH,
it is still time-consuming, especially for large scenes. Most
of these methods [23], [24], [25] are designed for 3D vision
tasks.

The projected images from point clouds are also used
to detect geometric features for outdoor buildings [2], [41],
[42]. This kind of method generates linear or curved seg-
ments and still cannot differentiate convexity and concavity.
The sectional 2D profile curves are exploited to match the
targeting object and its pose for robot bin picking tasks [43].

There are a few data-driven methods [44], [45], [46],
[47] related to explicit geometric features. Kalogerakis [45]
designed a feature training method to extract the feature
lines for dynamic objects. Guerrero et al. [46] utilize the
local patches to train a deep neural network for estimating
normals and curvatures on object-level point clouds. EC-
Net [47] focuses on enhancing the sharp features. It exploits
the annotation of sharp edges on virtual scanned models
that are derived from mesh data to produce the training set.
EC-Net cannot respond to surface boundaries and does not
distinguish convexity and concavity.

In addition to the convex and concave features, finding
the surface boundary for point clouds is not a trivial task.
The half-disc criterion [48], [49], [50] is designed to detect
the hole boundary for point clouds. The angle criterion (AC)
[48] checks the maximum gap between two neighbors and
the central point. The approach [51] projects the neighbors
of a central point onto its local tangent plane and then uses
a disc template with six 60° slices to choose the boundary
features. A semi-automatic operator is taken in [52] to
determine the hole boundary for point clouds with sharp
features.

Overall, discrete curvature operators are often defined
on manifold meshes with high-quality vertex distributions.
They are sensitive to noise and rarely defined on point
clouds. Simplified surface variation (PCA-like) methods
improve the robustness of feature detection while losing
the distinguishing capability for convexity and concavity.
Statistics-based methods care much about robustness and

do not require high-order differential operators at the cost
of sacrificing the description capability of convexity and
concavity. The specific methods for surface boundaries can-
not find the surface bending features. Data-driven methods
require sufficient types of labeled data sets and incur a high
time cost to train the network. Hence, in this paper, we
intend to identify the convex, concave and surface boundary
features in a unified algorithm framework for point cloud
models.

3 OVERVIEW OF OUR METHOD

Our method utilizes the neighbor reweighted local centroid
to detect and classify geometric features. It takes as input the
initial point cloud P = {p1, p2, · · · , pm}(m is the number of
points) equipped with normal set N = {−→n1,

−→n2, · · · ,−→nm}, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). For those raw point clouds, we could
exploit PCA combined with orientation propagation and
viewpoint assistance to produce reliable normals. We first
compute the new local centroid ci for each point pi by
weighting its neighbors pj ∈ Ω(pi)(j = 1, 2, · · · , k,Ω(pi) as
the k nearest neighbor set of point pi) considering both the
distance and the normal variation factors and accumulating
these reweighted neighbors together, as depicted in Fig.
2(b). Then, the feature vector −→vi (i = 1, . . . ,m) from the
current point pi to its corresponding centroid ci is used
to detect and classify the potential geometric features, as
shown in Fig. 2(c). To denoise and enhance the detected
features, our method specifically introduces a pair of feature
operators, namely, assimilation and dissimilation, so that
the geometric features can be further refined (Fig. 2(d)).
Finally, we obtain the sparse feature sets to represent the
input model abstractly (Fig. 2(e)). An overview of our NRLC
method is illustrated in Fig. 2.

4 GEOMETRIC FEATURE IDENTIFICATION

The centroid of a local surface is highly related to its
neighboring distribution and is much easier to calculate
than curvature and other point signatures. Relying on this
observation, we design and realize the NRLC method.

4.1 Neighbor reweighted local centroid
4.1.1 Definition of the local centroid
To identify different kinds of geometric features, we modify
the general centroid definition and make it applicable to our
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problem setting. The most significant changes of the concept
are the surface scope covered by a centroid and the compu-
tational approach of the centroid. Accordingly, we define a
new centroid for each point based on its local neighbors,
rather than just one centroid for an entire model. Moreover,
we redesign the local centroid computational algorithm de-
pending on the distances and the shape variations between
the currently considered point and its neighbors rather than
simply averaging its local neighbors.

Specifically, for a given point pi(i = 1, 2, · · · ,m), we
compute the new local centroid ci from its neighbor set
Ω(pi). Each neighbor pj ∈ Ω(pi)(j = 1, 2, · · · , k) con-
tributes nonequivalently to the final centroid according to
both the distance weight ωd(i, j) and the shape variation
weight ωs(i, j) (defined in Section 4.1.2). Implementing
the neighbor reweighted local centroid computation for all
points, we will obtain the centroid set C = {c1, c2, · · · , cm}
(see Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b)) that is used to identify geometric
features subsequently (subsections 4.2 and 4.3).

(a) GCs (b) NRLCs (c) fea. (GC) (d) fea. (NRLC)

Fig. 3. Centroids and feature-identified results for a sculpture model. (a)
GCs adhering to the target. (b) NRLCs. (c) Features identified by GCs.
(d) Features created by NRLCs. Both results of (c) and (d) are generated
without using dissimilation and assimilation.

4.1.2 Local centroid computation
The general centroids (GCs) computed by averaging the
local neighbors adhere to the target surface, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). Since we attempt to identify geometric features
by analyzing the location of the centroid for each point, the
limited small offset from a point to its general local cen-
troid makes our centroid-based feature detection insensitive
to practical shape changes. The clustered feature vectors
aggravate the difficulty of geometric feature identification
(see an example in Fig. 3(c)). Differing from just averaging
the k nearest neighbors, we would like to push the cen-
troids far away from the local surfaces for potential feature
points. These operations contribute to the manifesting of
different geometric features. In particular, for a given point
pi(i = 1, 2, · · · ,m), its centroid can be expressed as Eq. (1).

ci = pi +
−→vi . (1)

Vector decomposition. The feature vector −→vi defined
based on the general centroid contains both surface bending
and surface boundary information. However, it is insuffi-
cient to distinguish the convex, concave and surface bound-
ary features clearly and lacks robustness. To improve the
expression and detection capabilities of geometric features
and simplify the feature classification process, we need to

separate the surface bending and boundary measurements
from the feature vector and treat them specifically.

To this end, we decompose the feature vector −→vi into two
components along the parallel direction −→vi∥ of the normal −→ni

and the perpendicular direction −→vi⊥ in its tangent plane; see
an illustration in Fig. 4(a). Therefore, these two components
can be presented as Eq. (2).{−→vi∥ =< −→vi ,−→ni > ·−→ni ,

−→vi⊥ = −→vi −−→vi∥.
(2)

Here, < ·, · > indicates the dot-product of two vectors.
Similarly, for a local neighbor pj ∈ Ω(pi)(j =

1, 2, · · · , k), we also decompose the neighboring vector −→vij
along the parallel direction −−→vij∥ of normal −→ni and the corre-
sponding perpendicular direction −−→vij⊥, shown in Fig. 4(b).
Thereafter, we can accumulate the decomposed neighboring
vectors −−→vij∥ and −−→vij⊥ for each neighbor pj . Then, the two
components of feature vector −→vi are calculated with Eq. (3).

−→vi∥ =

k∑
j=1

−−→vij∥,

−→vi⊥ =

k∑
j=1

−−→vij⊥.

(3)

In Eq. (3), if we accumulate each neighbor with an equal
weight 1/k and treat all points in the same way, we would
produce the GCs for a given point cloud (Fig. 3(a)).

Distance weight. The larger the lengths of feature vec-
tors vary, the easier our centroid-based feature identification
will be. To exaggerate the contrast of feature vectors, we in-
crease the lengths of feature vectors for those points located
at the ridge, valley and boundary regions while holding the
lengths of feature vectors for nonfeature points.

Therefore, we intentionally construct a distance weight
ωd(i, j) for each neighbor pj ∈ Ω(pi) of the current point pi.
Since those distant (rather than close) neighbors often make
the feature pattern around a considered point more distinct,
our distance weight ωd(i, j) will assign more weights to
those neighbors far away from the current point pi and
fewer weights to the closer neighbors. Specifically, ωd(i, j)
is defined as Eq. (4).

ωd(i, j) =
1

1 + e−∥−→vij∥+3
+ 1. (4)

Note that the carefully designed distance weight ωd(i, j)
varies in the interval (1.0, 2.0), and the empirically added
3 in the exponential part makes ωd(i, j) approximately
start from 1.0. The distance weight is imposed on both
components of Eq. (3) for each neighbor point. For feature
points, their neighbors located at a far distance will draw the
centroids deviating from the local surfaces. Those centroids
of nonfeature points will still adhere to the local surfaces.
Hence, those distant neighbors of a potential feature point
make its feature pattern clearer. The red circles in Fig. 4 show
that the centroids of points in different shape regions are
dominantly determined by those distant neighbors. In Fig.
2(b) and Fig. 3(b), we can see that the NRLCs of feature
points are pushed far away from the local surfaces.

Shape variation weight. The points at the convex or
concave regions intuitively have long feature vectors. How-
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(a) convex point (b) concave point (c) boundary point

Fig. 4. A 2D illustration of the local centroids ci of a point pi and its
computation. (a), (b) and (c) show three different cases of a point located
at the convex, concave and boundary regions, respectively. The red
circles are the NRLCs, and the purples are the GCs.

ever, not all of these points should be viewed as geometric
features. The degenerated case is the surface bending uni-
formly. Spherical (or cylindrical) surfaces are those cases
with high curvatures but zero curvature derivatives (see
examples in the first column of Fig. 5). Although all points
of these shapes are located at the local curved surfaces, they
do not have shape bending variations, so we should not
consider them convex or concave features.

The identical high curvature makes the zero curvature
derivative insufficient for feature detection. Lengagne et
al. [3] and Ohtake et al. [22] used the zero-crossing of
the curvature derivatives to identify features. It avoids the
requirement of the fourth-order differential. To exclude the
high curvature nonfeature points, the offset of the feature
vector along the parallel direction of the considered normal
should be compressed, but the offset along the perpendic-
ular direction should be preserved. Vector decomposition
presents an opportunity to treat these two components
individually.

Herein, we introduce a shape variation weight ωs(i, j)
for the parallel component −−→vij∥ of each neighboring vector
−→vij . It is defined as a switch weight considering the local
shape variation between the current point pi and the neigh-
bor pj , namely,

ωs(i, j) =

{
0, △σ(i, j) < ϵ,
α, △σ(i, j) ≥ ϵ,

(5)

where α is an adjustable magnification factor, △σ(i, j)
represents an approximate estimation of the local shape
variation for pi and pj , while ϵ is a specified small threshold
indicating to what extent the two local surfaces should be
deemed the same shape.

For a currently considered point pair pi and pj , its
shape variation △σ(i, j) is approximately measured by the
difference of two local normal variances σn(i) and σn(j),
namely, ∆σ(i, j) = |σn(i)−σn(j)|. Accordingly, the normal
variance σn(i) for point pi can be formulated as Eq. (6).

σn(i) =

∑
q∈Ω(pi)

∥−→nq −−→µni∥2

k
. (6)

Here, −→µni
is the averaging normal of the neighboring points

located at the local surface around pi.

With the shape variation weight defined in Eq. (5), we
can impose ωs(i, j) on the parallel component −−→vij∥ for each
neighboring vector −→vij . Thus, the two components of feature

Fig. 5. Surfaces with identical high curvatures. Top-left: a semisphere;
Bottom-left: a cylinder. Our feature-identified results without and with
the shape variation weight are shown in the middle and right columns
respectively.

vector −→vi are finally accumulated through Eq. (7).
−→vi∥ =

k∑
j=1

ωd(i, j)ωs(i, j)
−−→vij∥,

−→vi⊥ =

k∑
j=1

ωd(i, j)
−−→vij⊥.

(7)

Thus far, we have provided the necessary weights for the
two components −→vi∥ and −→vi⊥. The feature vector −→vi can be
composed by −→vi = −→vi∥ + −→vi⊥. Hence, we can use Eq. (1) to
compute the NRLC ci for current point pi. Relying on the
NRLCs, we implement our feature identification (presented
in Section 4.2) on both the semisphere and cylinder models.
The comparison results of feature identification without and
with the shape variation weight are shown in the second
and third columns of Fig. 5, respectively.

4.2 Feature identification
4.2.1 Feature detection
The local centroid intrinsically relates to the shape infor-
mation of the local surface. NRLC substantially strengthens
its feature descriptive capability. Intuitively, the length of
a feature vector encodes the bending or bounding extent
of the local surface, as shown in Fig. 4. Consequently, our
method employs the length of the feature vector to find the
potential geometric feature points.

For each point pi(i = 1, 2, · · · ,m) on a point cloud
P , we compute the NRLC ci and obtain its corresponding
feature vector −→vi . Then, incrementally sort the centroids
ci depending on the length di = ∥−→vi∥ of feature vector
−→vi . Since the geometric features commonly show a very
limited proportion, we take the 80th percentile of the length
distribution of the feature vectors Qλ(di)(λ = 0.8) as the
threshold ξ to judge each point. If the length di is greater
than ξ, we regard the point pi as a candidate feature point
and forward it to the second stage of feature identification.

4.2.2 Feature classification
Our method utilizes the feature vector −→vi from the current
point pi to its centroid ci to classify the candidate feature
point pi. As shown in Fig. 4, the plus and minus signs
as well as the zero value of the dot-product < −→vi ,−→ni >
reasonably distinguish three types of essential shape fea-
tures. Due to the shape variations with small scale and
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the magnification of the feature vectors, it is insufficient
to identify features just relying on this dot-product. If we
consider the centroid position ci as a random variable for
a specified point pi, ci may distribute randomly on a unit
sphere centered at pi and expanded by −→vi (a 2D case is
depicted in Fig. 6). To effectively distinguish those notable
feature candidates and discard the shallow feature noise,
we design an NRLC-based classifier for geometric feature
identification.

Fig. 6. A 2D illustration of the feature classification. A candidate feature
point will be viewed as a convex, concave, boundary or nonfeature point
if its centroid is located at one of the CV , CC, BD or NF regions
accordingly.

We construct four indicating quantities to divide the
potential distributions of the centroid ci for a candidate
feature pi. If the angle expanded from the normal −→ni to the
feature vector −→vi is denoted by θ, as shown in Fig. 6, we first
define the concavity-related quantity CC as Eq. (8).

CC = |1− cosθ|. (8)

CC describes the closeness of the centroid ci to the most
definite concave feature centroid (the red circle in Fig. 6)
along the normal direction −→ni of point pi. Similarly, the
convexity-related quantity can be defined as Eq. (9).

CV = |1 + cosθ|. (9)

CV means the distance from ci to the most definite convex
feature centroid (the blue circle in Fig. 6) along the direction
−→ni . The quantity of the boundary is defined as Eq. (10).

BD = |0− cosθ| = |cosθ|. (10)

BD denotes the proximity extent from ci to the most def-
inite boundary feature centroid (the green circles in Fig. 6)
along the direction −→ni . Finally, we define the last quantity,
which indicates that a candidate would be a nonfeature
point with a high probability, as Eq. (11).

NF = min
>0

{ 1
A

− cosθ,
1

A
+ cosθ,

1

A
}. (11)

Here, A is the separating factor controlling the regions
of CC, CV , BD and NF in Fig. 6. Those points whose
centroids fall into the NF regions will be considered noisy
feature points. Noisy feature points possess exaggerated
feature vectors but shallow surface changes will be excluded
outside the feature sets. Without a specific setting, we assign
A as a constant 2 in our experiments.

We take the sum of these four quantities as S = CC +
CV +BD+NF and define a group of judging probabilities
as Eq. (12). 

PCC = 1− CC/S,

PCV = 1− CV/S,

PBD = 1−BD/S,

PNF = 1−NF/S.

(12)

Thus, the category probabilities that the candidate
feature pi belongs to will form a set Pf (pi) =
{PCC ,PCV ,PBD,PNF }. Let f be the mark of the
feature category and take the value from the set
{CC,CV,BD,NF}; then, we take the type of maximum
probability as the label for candidate pi.

label(pi) = argmax
f

Pf (pi). (13)

After undergoing the above feature classification, except
for a few proportions of noisy feature points, all the re-
maining candidate feature points will be identified as one
of three basic types. Finally, we will produce three feature
sets PF (F ∈ {CC,CV,BD}) corresponding to the concave,
convex and surface boundary points, respectively.

4.3 Feature refinement operators
To enhance the identified geometric features, we introduce a
pair of refinement operators including assimilation and dis-
similation. It resembles morphological dilation and erosion
operations. The differences exist in two aspects. First, the
refinement does not actually add (or remove) any 3D points
but just relabels the undetected (or detected) feature points.
Second, we place a restriction on the assimilation operator
so that only the nearest nonfeature neighbors with shape
variation will be relabeled as the feature points.

4.3.1 Feature assimilation
Intuitively, feature assimilation, which labels the undetected
feature points, will expand the contour of the specified type
of features. It usually strengthens the geometric features and
makes the feature structure of the target more remarkable.

Given a specified feature set PF (F ∈ {CV,CC,BD}),
for each feature point p ∈ PF , we search a neighbor qt ∈
Ω(p)− Ω(p) ∩ PF that satisfies Eq. (14),

qt = argmin
q

{∥p− q∥}, (14)

where q ∈ Ω(p)− Ω(p) ∩ PF is the nonfeature neighbors of
feature point p. If qt exists, we further check an additional
condition shown in Eq. (15).{

σn(qt) > φ,F = CV/CC,

dqt > ξ, F = BD.
(15)

Here, φ and ξ are the thresholds of normal variance and
feature vector length, respectively. If the point qt satisfies
Eq. (15), which means it is located at a feature region, our
method will assimilate it to be the feature point as the type
of point p.

4.3.2 Feature dissimilation
In contrast to assimilation, dissimilation will turn the pe-
ripheral labels of the feature region back to be nonfeatures.
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Once we implement a dissimilating operation, generally, the
contour of a specified feature type will be contracted.

The dissimilating operation is realized by enforcing the
assimilating operation for nonfeature points. Specifically, we
first construct a nonfeature point set PNF by selecting the
nonfeature neighbors for each feature point in PF . Then, for
each point p′ ∈ PNF , we find its nearest feature neighbor
q′t ∈ PF as Eq. (16),

q′t = argmin
q′

{∥p′ − q′∥}, (16)

where q′ ∈ Ω(p′)
⋂
PF is the feature neighbor of the nonfea-

ture point p′. q′t is the closest feature neighbor of p′ and will
be dissimilated as a nonfeature point. Feature dissimilation
can be used to reduce the detected noisy features.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 7. The combination result of feature dissimilation and assimilation.
(a) The input column model. (b) The initial NRLC feature-identified
result. (c) The result of feature dissimilation and assimilation. (d) Feature
sets of subfigure (b). (e) Feature sets of subfigure (c).

In one pass of assimilation or dissimilation processing,
we allow the assimilating (/dissimilating) target qt(/q′t)
to be repeatedly labeled by different feature (/nonfeature)
neighbors. The repeatable labeling makes our assimilation
(/dissimilation) operator expand (/contract) just one step
outward (/inward) of the peripheral feature points per pass.
Fig. 7 shows an example of the feature refinement for the
identified feature sets.

5 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We conduct multiple groups of experiments to test the
NRLC method. In our experiments, the identified convex,
concave and boundary features are colored blue, red and
green, respectively. All experiments are implemented on a
computer with an Intel i7-9700K 3.60 GHz CPU with 16GB
RAM.

5.1 Implementation and parameters

NRLC can be implemented following the pipeline of Fig. 2.
It is also compared with the curvature method APSS [39],
the statistical FPFH [40], variational PCA [32], feature linear-
fitted F3D [42] and boundary-oriented technique angle crite-
rion (AC ) [48]. APSS is run on the Meshlab platform, FPFH
and AC with Point Cloud Library (PCL), PCA and F3D with
the codes released by their authors. Similar to other existing
methods, NRLC also involves a set of parameters. Unless
stated otherwise, these parameter settings simply abide by
the following principles.

The first parameter is the k nearest neighbors. We set
a variable nearest neighbor number k, which depends on
the normal variance for different points. More specifically,
each point will obtain a basic neighbor number k0 and

an additional variant neighbor number kv multiplied by a
decreasing weight ω, namely, k(i) = k0 + ω(i)× kv . k0 and
kv are set as 60 and 40, respectively. ω is a shape variation
weight and takes the value ω(i) = exp(−σn(i)/σn max).
Here, σn(i) is the normal variance of point pi, as defined in
Eq. (6), and σn max is the maximum σn(i) among all pi ∈ P .
This setting makes NRLC capable of identifying the majority
of prominent geometric features.

The second parameter of the NRLC method should be
the magnification factor α which is adjustable and defined
in Eq. (5). The larger the α value takes, the easier the
identification of shallow features will be. Thus, it can be
combined with k to identify different scales of features.
Commonly, we set α > 1 to assist feature identification.
If the local shape variation between a neighbor and the
central point is smaller than a threshold ϵ, we will set the
shape variation weight as zero, which will avoid judging
the constant high curvature surfaces as geometric features.
We set ϵ as a constant 10−4 for all our experimental cases.

Another parameter is the separating factor A that we
introduced in Eq. (11). If we set a large value of A, fewer
noisy feature points will be excluded, and vice versa. In
all our experiments, we set A to be a constant 2. In the
process of assimilation, if the normal variance of a neighbor
is larger than a specified threshold φ, this neighbor will
be assimilated as a convex or concave feature point as the
current point. We set φ to be the third quartile of the normal
variance distribution for all our experimental cases. In the
feature detection stage, λ determines how many points will
be selected as the candidate feature points. We set λ as
the 80th percentile of the length distribution of the feature
vectors, as we stated in Section 4.2.1.

Except for k and α, most parameters are assigned con-
stant values. The specific values of these parameters are
reported in TABLE 1.

TABLE 1
Parameter setting of NRLC for different tested models. The value φ

denotes the percentile of the normal variance distribution. λ takes the
percentile of the length distribution of the feature vectors.

Model Figure
Parameter

k(i) α ϵ A φ λ

SVS1 Fig. 1

k0 + ω(i)× kv ,

k0 = 60,

kv = 40

2 0.0001 2 0.75 0.80
sculpture Fig. 2 2 0.0001 2 0.75 0.80
column Fig. 7 2 0.0001 2 0.75 0.80

car Fig. 8 3 0.0001 2 0.75 0.80
SVS2 Fig. 9 2 0.0001 2 0.75 0.80

scene1 Fig. 10 2 0.0001 2 0.75 0.80
scene2 Fig. 11 2 0.0001 2 0.75 0.80

5.2 Qualitative evaluation
We test NRLC on six different kinds of point clouds. These
models, containing object-level targets, single view surfaces
(SVS), indoor scenes, synthesized shapes, CAD and outdoor
LiDAR point clouds, vary considerably in terms of the type,
scale, shape feature and noise level.

Both the salient and shallow features that appear on
object-level models (the sculpture in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the
column in Fig. 7 and the car in Fig. 8) are identified by
the NRLC method. Since a single view surface often does
not form a complete object and includes many object parts,
surface boundary features with a considerable proportion
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will appear in SVS. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 9, NRLC identifies
those surface boundary points as well as the convex and
concave features concurrently.

Fig. 8. The experiment on a car model. Top-left: the input point cloud.
Bottom: NRLC identified result. Top-right: corresponding feature sets.

Fig. 9. Example of the second single view surface (SVS2). The top-left,
right and bottom-left are the input point cloud, NRLC identified result and
the feature sets, respectively.

Fig. 10. Scene 1: a classroom point cloud with heavy noise. Top-left: the
input model. Right: NRLC identified result. Bottom-left: feature sets.

Fig. 11. Scene 2: another classroom model. Top-left: the input point
cloud. Right: NRLC identified result. Bottom-left: feature sets.

Two indoor scenes (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) contain dif-
ferent extents of noise. When a noisy point is viewed as
the considered central point, it is prone to be incorrectly
judged as a feature point by NRLC due to its inaccurate
position and normal. As a neighbor point, since NRLC just
employs the position statistics of the local neighbors, a noisy
neighbor generally does not change the position relationship
of the central point and its corresponding centroid. Hence,
the NRLC method can smoothly treat indoor scenes in the
presence of noise. In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, although some
noisy features are found incorrectly, the main patterns of
the scene structure and the shape variations of the objects
are all correctly identified as the corresponding geometric
features.

In Fig. 12, we test F3D [42], PCA [32] and NRLC on an
outdoor LiDAR building point cloud. F3D [42] just produces
the linear edges. PCA detects the surface bending features
and has no response to surface boundary features. Only
NRLC identifies the complete scene structure with convex,
concave and surface boundary features. In addition to these
reported point cloud cases, some additional experiments are
also given in the supplementary material.

Fig. 12. Comparison experiment between F3D [42], PCA [32] and NRLC
on the first outdoor building LiDAR point cloud. From top to bottom, these
figures are the input model, feature sets of F3D, PCA and NRLC.

5.3 Quantitative evaluation
To verify the validity of the NRLC method, we conduct
several groups of comparison experiments from different
viewpoints.

5.3.1 Indirect comparisons
For most real reconstructed objects and scanned scenes, it
is not easy to obtain their practical geometric features as
the reference for evaluating the NRLC method. Hence, we
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the feature descriptive power. In each case, the
left result is produced by APSS, and the right is the result of NRLC. All
models are colored from blue to red corresponding to the shape variation
between the maximum convexity and maximum concavity. Boundary
points in those models produced by NRLC are colored with the purple.

conduct an indirect comparison by analyzing the geometric
features produced by NRLC to illustrate its capability.

Curvature-based methods can distinguish convexity and
concavity. Unlike most existing curvature operators defined
on meshes, APSS [39] can directly work on point clouds
and compute the discrete mean curvature for each point.
Therefore, we compare NRLC with APSS (which fits an
algebraic sphere to obtain the local curvature radius for
each point) to show their feature description capabilities.
For six different models, the surface bending extents mea-
sured by both the mean curvature (APSS) and the parallel
component of the feature vector (NRLC) are visualized in
Fig. 13. The indirect comparisons in TABLE 2 are computed
based on these two quantities. Note that for NRLC, the
convex features have negative parallel components, and the
concave features have positive parallel components. It is
just opposite with APSS . For comparison convenience, we
exchanged the signs of the positive and negative values for
NRLC on the right side of each color bar of Fig. 13.

In TABLE 2, we use two indicators to evaluate the
feature distinguishing capability of APSS and NRLC. The
first is the coefficient of variation (CoV), which is defined

as the standard deviation σ divided by the mean µ for the
specified quantity, CoV = σ/µ. It is a relative indicator
and reflects the whole dispersion degree of the considered
quantity. Compared to APSS, NRLC has larger CoVs on the
tested models. It is beneficial for identifying different point
classes from a holistic perspective. The other is the relative
interclass distance (RICD), RICD = |µf −µNf |/µNf . Here,
µf and µNf are the means of the feature and nonfeature
classes, respectively. RICD represents the separability of two
point classes. NRLC also presents higher RICDs between
convex/concave features and nonfeature points in TABLE 2.
Both CoV and RICD verify that NRLC shows higher feature
contrast and separable capability. This is also qualitatively
verified by the comparisons in Fig. 13.

Indoor scene 2 is dirty, and scene 1 involves even heavier
noise on the wall. APSS has an abnormally large interval of
the mean curvature (see the values beside the color bar in
Fig. 13), which leads to order of magnitude differences in
CoV and RICD (last 2 rows in TABLE 2). Thus, the CoVs
and RICDs of APSS for the two scenes are unreliable. The
noisy points with extremely high mean curvatures suppress
the practical geometric features (last two rows of Fig. 13).
Especially for scene 1 (the 4th row of Fig. 13), even no real
feature points are demonstrated in the result of APSS. In
contrast, the NRLC results show relatively stable CoVs and
RICDs and highlight the practical geometric features.

TABLE 2
Evaluation of the feature description for APSS and NRLC. CoV and
RICD are computed based on the mean curvature (APSS) and the
signed length of the parallel component of feature vector (NRLC),
respectively. APSS and NRLC take an equal number of the feature

points to estimate the RICD.

Model
CoV RICD(conc.) RICD(conv.)

APSS NRLC APSS NRLC APSS NRLC

sculpture 0.2106 0.2305 0.4403 0.4609 0.4165 0.5244

column 0.2591 0.2611 0.5093 0.5597 0.5147 0.5990

car 0.2134 0.2455 0.4565 0.5708 0.4239 0.5097

SVS2 0.2257 0.2384 0.4076 0.5481 0.5309 0.6129

scene1 0.0108 0.2180 0.0170 0.4422 0.0102 0.3949

scene2 0.0239 0.2006 0.0404 0.3983 0.0400 0.3708

5.3.2 Direct comparisons
For CAD models with explicit crease features, we directly
compare the results produced by different methods with
the manually labeled ground truth feature sets to evaluate
their performances. Specifically, we implement PCA [32],
APSS [39] and NRLC on three (the Fandisk, a Box and
a Thorn) models with different levels of noise to identify
surface bending features. The AC [48] and NRLC are also
implemented on deficient point clouds to detect surface
boundaries.

With the ground truth features, we use the precision,
recall rate and the F1-score to evaluate the performance of
feature identification for each method. Precision and recall
rate are defined as Pre = TP/(TP + FP ) and Rec =
TP/(TP + FN), respectively. Here, TP is the acronym of
true positives representing the number of correctly detected
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points, FP denotes false positives representing the number
of wrongly detected points, and FN stands for false neg-
atives representing the number of false rejections. The F1-
score is defined as F1 = 2 × Pre×Rec

Pre+Rec . The precision shows
the percentage of the correctly detected number of feature
points over the number of totally detected points. The recall
rate reflects the complete extent of the feature points in
the identified result. The F1-score is a balance between the
precision and the recall rate.

In Fig. 14, we compare the surface bending features
produced by PCA, APSS and NRLC with the ground truth
feature sets. We combine the convex and concave feature
points into one type of surface bending feature since PCA
does not distinguish convexity and concavity. In this experi-
ment, each result is generated with the same scale parameter
(k = 10 well matches with PCA) and contains the same
number of feature points (equal to the number of ground
truth feature points). The related evaluations are given in
TABLE 3. NRLC achieves the highest precision for each
model.

Fig. 14. Geometric feature sets of three CAD models produced by PCA,
APSS and NRLC. The three methods take the same scale of nearest
neighbor number (k = 10) and the same number of feature points (equal
to the number of ground truth feature points). For each row, from left to
right are the input model, the ground truth feature sets, and the results
of PCA, APSS and NRLC, respectively.

TABLE 3
The precision of feature-identified results for PCA, APSS and NRLC
methods on the original Fandisk, Box and Thorn models. Since each

result takes the same number of the feature points as the ground truth
feature sets, the recall rates actually equal the precisions so that we

just list the precisions for each method. (Pre: precision)

Model
Pre

PCA APSS NRLC

Fandisk 0.7060 0.7084 0.7479
Box 0.4344 0.4096 0.7694

Thorn 0.4140 0.3429 0.9827

To compare the robustness, we implement PCA, APSS
and NRLC on these models with four different levels of
noise. In this group, we tune the parameters to generate the
best F1-scores for each method under different noise levels.
Note that the numbers of feature points corresponding to
different methods vary and no longer equal the ground
truth feature points. The results of the feature sets are shown
in Fig. 15. The quantitative evaluations (precisions, recall rates
and F1-scores) are reported in TABLE 4.

In Fig. 16, we compare the convex, concave features
(produced by APSS and NRLC) and surface boundary fea-

Fig. 15. The geometric feature-identified results on three CAD (Fandisk,
Box and Thorn) models with four levels of noise. For each group, from
top to bottom, the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian noise is 0.00,
0.08, 0.15 and 0.30. From left to right of each row, the point cloud and
the feature sets produced by PCA, APSS and NRLC are shown.

tures (produced by AC and NRLC) with their corresponding
ground truth feature sets. The corresponding precisions, recall
rates and F1-scores are listed in TABLE 5. The last three
columns shown in Fig. 16 are the results with the best F1-
scores that we could produce via the AC, APSS and NRLC
methods. NRLC obtains both a higher precision and recall
rate than APSS on convex and concave features. In the
Fandisk model, in addition to the sharp edges, the prismatic
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TABLE 4
The precisions, recall rates and F1-scores of PCA, APSS and NRLC

methods on the Fandisk, Box and Thorn point clouds with four different
noise levels. The three indicators are counted on the surface bending

points compared with the corresponding ground truth feature sets. The
results do not distinguish the convexity and concavity. (NL: noise level;

Pre: precision; Rec: recall rate; F1: F1-score)

Model NL
Pre Rec F1

PCA APSS NRLC PCA APSS NRLC PCA APSS NRLC

Fandisk

0.00 0.8160 0.7507 0.9743 0.6574 0.7132 0.9874 0.7281 0.7315 0.9808

0.08 0.7597 0.7379 0.9504 0.6528 0.7070 0.8085 0.7022 0.7222 0.8738

0.15 0.6382 0.7000 0.8927 0.6088 0.6904 0.7350 0.6231 0.6951 0.8062

0.30 0.1661 0.2786 0.4941 0.5352 0.3287 0.3810 0.2535 0.3016 0.4303

Box

0.00 0.4588 0.5556 0.8334 0.7709 0.8138 0.8312 0.5752 0.6604 0.8323

0.08 0.2948 0.4267 0.7277 0.7515 0.7870 0.7322 0.4235 0.5534 0.7299

0.15 0.2089 0.2989 0.5807 0.7415 0.7712 0.6492 0.3260 0.4309 0.6130

0.30 0.0445 0.1887 0.2796 0.2152 0.2110 0.3343 0.0737 0.1993 0.3045

Thorn

0.00 0.4941 0.3779 0.9820 0.6448 0.7429 0.9844 0.5595 0.5009 0.9832

0.08 0.1372 0.2703 0.5632 0.5850 0.5950 0.5726 0.2222 0.3718 0.5676

0.15 0.0877 0.2074 0.3574 0.3739 0.4565 0.5092 0.1420 0.2853 0.4200

0.30 0.0335 0.0610 0.1008 0.4289 0.4475 0.3482 0.0622 0.1074 0.1563

part also contains several edges formed by dihedrals with
large angles. APSS neglects these shallow features (blue
vertical lines), while NRLC finds them; see the comparison
in Fig. 16. APSS does not respond to the surface boundaries.
AC specifically designed for surface boundaries reaches
high recall rates on Fandisk and Box models. It also obtains
high precision on the quality point cloud (Thorn), while
once the quality of the model is reduced (Box), its perfor-
mance degrades. NRLC obtains F1-scores comparable to AC
for surface boundaries on these three models.

Fig. 16. Comparisons of geometric feature identification on three CAD
point clouds with convex, concave and surface boundary feature points.
From the left to right columns, these figures are the input models, the
ground truth feature sets, the surface boundary features produced by
AC, the bending features produced by APSS, and the bending and
surface boundary features generated by NRLC.

In addition, we test NRLC with a set of fixed k to show
the impacts of the scale parameter. The results and the
corresponding evaluations are given in Fig. 17 and TABLE 6,
respectively. The Fandisk model contains multiscale geo-
metric features. Under small-scale parameter k = 5, NRLC
identified shallow edges in the prismatic part due to the
exaggerated feature vector (the first result in Fig. 17). As
k increases, since those points around the sharp edges will
obtain larger parallel components of feature vectors than

TABLE 5
Quantitative comparison of NRLC with AC for surface boundary

features and APSS for surface bending (convex and concave) features.
(Pre: precision; Rec: recall rate; F1: F1-score)

Model Method
Convex Concave Surface Boundary

Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1

Fandisk

AC - - - - - - 0.9551 0.9953 0.9748

APSS 0.7155 0.6248 0.6670 0.8489 0.9907 0.9143 - - -

NRLC 0.9790 0.9839 0.9814 0.9621 1.0000 0.9807 0.9586 0.9227 0.9403

Box

AC - - - - - - 0.7900 1.0000 0.8827

APSS 0.6076 0.8652 0.7139 0.4700 0.7364 0.5738 - - -

NRLC 0.8348 0.8669 0.8505 0.7911 0.7781 0.7846 0.8448 0.7778 0.8099

Thorn

AC - - - - - - 1.0000 0.8721 0.9317

APSS 0.3111 0.7007 0.4309 0.9523 0.8503 0.8984 - - -

NRLC 0.9651 0.9861 0.9754 1.0000 0.9826 0.9912 1.0000 0.9186 0.9576

those points located on the shallow edges, the main sharp
edges gradually thicken, and the shallow edges disappear.

Fig. 17. Geometric feature identification of NRLC on the Fandisk point
cloud with increasing nearest neighbor number k. Each result takes the
same number of feature points as the ground truth feature sets. From left
to right and top to bottom, these results are the feature sets produced
by the NRLC method using an increasing nearest neighbor number,
namely, k = 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 40.

TABLE 6
The precisions of the results produced by NRLC with increasing k on

the Fandisk model.

k 5 10 15 20 30 40

Pre 0.9705 0.7479 0.7342 0.7334 0.7175 0.7156

5.4 Computational efficiency
The NRLC method exploits local statistics to compute the
centroid and fully utilizes centroid analysis to identify geo-
metric features. This statistic considers the point (/normal)
pairs from a center to its surrounding neighbors so that
it does not require the full relationship between all the
point (/normal) pairs in a local neighborhood. Moreover,
the normal variance can be calculated once in advance and
then used in Eqs. (5) and (15). Feature classification, finding
the maximum from four probabilities for each point, can be
implemented in one loop. Hence, the feature identification
algorithm can be implemented readily, and the time cost
remains at a reasonably low level.

We compare NRLC with PCA [32] and FPFH [40] on
different models to show the performance of the NRLC. The
compared results of feature sets on six models are given in
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Fig. 18. Since PCA and FPFH do not classify different types
of geometric features, to facilitate comparison, three kinds of
features recognized by NRLC in Fig. 18 are all colored red.
Although PCA and FPFH identify most geometric features
on object-level models and scene-level targets, the boundary
features are all ignored. The NRLC method identifies the rel-
atively complete structural features of each target, especially
for the SVS. TABLE 7 reports the time costs for PCA, APSS,
FPFH and NRLC. From TABLE 7, we can see that NRLC
has higher efficiency than FPFH for all the tested models in
Fig. 18 and that for large-scale point cloud models, NRLC
takes remarkably less time than APSS and FPFH.

Fig. 18. Feature sets generated by PCA (left), FPFH (middle) and NRLC
(right) on six different point cloud models. From left to right and top
to bottom, these models are the sculpture, column, and car, SVS2 in
Fig. 9, and indoor scenes in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Three types of features
produced by NRLC are also colored red.

TABLE 7
The point numbers and time costs of PCA, APSS, FPFH and NRLC on
different point clouds. The results of NRLC are produced without using

any parallel computing techniques.

Model Figure Pnum
Time(s)

PCA APSS FPFH NRLC

sculpture Fig. 2 181,651 2.561 1.625 3.644 1.916
column Fig. 7 262,653 3.508 2.464 8.319 2.975

car Fig. 8 188,027 2.702 2.691 6.912 2.196
SVS2 Fig. 9 272,322 3.297 4.362 9.705 2.984

scene1 Fig. 10 2,135,724 22.746 189.667 88.872 22.912
scene2 Fig. 11 1,568,722 16.882 96.819 58.058 17.716

6 DISCUSSIONS

NRLC intentionally increases the contrast of feature vectors
just for highlighting and identifying geometric features. It
is not an inherent surface measure and cannot precisely
describe shape changes as curvature does. GCs resemble
an integral invariant, which can reflect the practical surface
bending extent. However, GCs show less scalability to iden-
tify the meso- and microscale features if we take a large-scale
neighborhood (see Fig. 3(c)).

Geometric features are scale-dependent. Therefore, de-
ciding which scale matters will depend on the specific
application. NRLC can be readily transferred to a multiscale
method by choosing different k values and setting varying
factor α. However, in this paper, we concentrate on design-
ing and realizing basic NRLC-based feature identification
without paying attention to its multiscale applications.

The quality of the point cloud affects most geometric
feature identification methods. Although NRLC possesses
certain antinoise capabilities, its performance will inevitably
decline as the noise level increases. If the original models
contain extremely heavy noise and outliers, the specific
filtering, resampling or cleaning operations (such as [4], [5],
[53] etc.) should be employed as preprocessing to improve
the quality of the input models. In addition, recognizing
geometric features from point clouds with varying den-
sity is still an open problem, especially on sparse point
cloud models. It requires feature-preserved reconstruction
or upsampling operations as the preprocessing step before
geometric feature identification.

Feature assimilation and dissimilation are very similar
to the morphological dilation and erosion operators for
images. This pair of operators can practically thin and
thicken geometric features. Although feature dissimilation
has certain extents of the denoising function, it cannot
replace the special denoising processing.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a novel neighbor reweighted local centroid
computational algorithm to identify geometric features for
point cloud models. The NRLC of a specified point is
defined by accumulating its neighboring vectors along two
orthogonal directions with different weights. Through adap-
tively adjusting the weights for each neighbor point, our
NRLC method substantially increases the contrast of the
feature vectors, which strengthens the feature identifica-
tion capability for local geometric centroids. Based on the
defined NRLC, we designed a new probability set with
four elements to identify three essential geometric features
concurrently. Moreover, we introduced a pair of feature
operators, namely, assimilation and dissimilation, to consol-
idate the identified geometric features. Many experimental
results show that the NRLC method can identify convex,
concave and surface boundary features simultaneously and
effectively for point cloud models.

In the future, we would like to explore the possibility
of improving the feature identification of NRLC for more
complicated classes of geometric features, such as saddle
surfaces and nonmanifold shapes. The relationship between
curvature and local centroid (GC, even NRLC) is another
interesting issue deserving to be investigated.
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